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AN INVITATION



“This is going straight 
           to the pool room...”
Citrus Australia’s strategic plan is based on grower member consultation.  
We thought we’d share with you, some of our wins in recent years.

MAR 2018 Record crowd at the successful Market Outlook Forum overlooking the Sydney Harbour.

APR 2018 Citrus Australia as industry’s representative at the Consultative Committee on 
Emergency Plant Pests engages in the Citrus canker response after canker is detected 
in the NT and later WA and threatens the $800M national industry.

AUG 2018 Citrus Australia advocates exotic pest surveillance as a key priority for industry, wins 
Hort Innovation tender and hires a National Citrus Surveillance Coordinator to oversee 
biosecurity concerns and identify priorities for citrus.

SEP 2018 We advocate for improved communications, win tender, and hire an Industry 
Engagement Officer to drive industry communications, such as the quarterly Australian 
Citrus News, eNews, and social media.

FEB 2019 Citrus Australia combines a number of agrichemical priorities into a program, wins 
tender and hires Agrichemical Manager to research MRLs.

MAR 2019 Citrus Australia hosts the largest Citrus Technical Forum to date in Adelaide, with 450 
delegates.

The Juice Committee is established with the objective to increase grower returns to 
$420 per metric tonne.

Citrus Australia leads a group of growers and industry representatives on a tour to 
California and Florida to observe Huanglongbing, Asian Citrus Psyllid and Citrus canker.

JUN 2019 We host our first regional Juice Forum in the Riverina.

The Far North Queensland Regional Advisory Committee is established.

The Citrus Pest and Disease Prevention Committee (CPDPC) is established to focus on 
biosecurity, driving industry priorities and protecting industry assets.

JUL 2019 We hire a Policy and Membership officer to build government relations, increase 
advocacy, and consult with growers to confirm our position on policy matters, whilst 
working more closely with members.   

SEP 2019 Plant Health Australia and Citrus Australia co-host a national workshop to upskill 
growers, industry and researchers in collecting pest and disease samples from 
orchards.

OCT 2019 Through the CPDPC, traps for Asian Citrus Psyllid are disseminated to orchards across 
Australia and bud-sticks collected for Huanglongbing diagnosis.

NOV 2019 7,000 plant traces are investigated across Australia for Citrus canker, and WA is officially 
declared canker free.   

After consultation with industry an emergency plant pest levy to repay the Citrus canker 
response is set at $1.05/tonne from 1 January 2020.

DEC 2019 Record breaking citrus exports reach 272,000 tonnes, breaking the half a million-dollar 
mark.

JAN 2020 Citrus Australia works with industry to push through the Horticulture Industry Labour 
Agreement to allow easier access to skilled overseas workers in horticulture.

FEB 2020 Citrus Australia campaigns for fairer pricing of juice oranges, raising awareness of 
decreasing production base and increasing costs; prices climb to over $400/tonne.

MAR 2020 Queensland citrus season kicks off as COVID-19 is declared a global pandemic and 
Australia’s borders close to Seasonal Workers on their way from the Pacific.

Market Outlook Forum held in Melbourne, our biggest yet with over 220 attendees.

Citrus Australia announces $200,000 traceability pilot project with the Victorian 
government.

We become part of COVID-19 working groups with state governments and the 
horticulture industry across Australia, and join the NFF Horticulture Council to 
collaborate on advocacy matters.   

APR 2020 Working with industry and government, Citrus Australia drives a process which sees the 
KCT list approved and published 6 months earlier than last season.

We launch the Citrus Australia Guide to COVID-19 in the Orchard and Packing Shed to 
all members and growers.

Citrus Australia is successful in advocacy to extend the SWP, PLS and WHM visas for 
those workers already in the country.   

Citrus Australia successfully advocates for remote KCT audits and assists growers and 
packers with KCT queries and issues throughout the season.

JUL 2020 Citrus Australia’s lobbying and work with NSW DPI sees the border between Vic and 
NSW reopen to seasonal workers.

We lobby state and federal government to address flaws in the Health Star Rating.

SEP 2020 Citrus Australia’s lobbying gets the Ag Code across the line for NSW, Vic, SA and NT.

OCT 2020 Traceability pilot project concludes, 400,000 units are sent to China with the Laava 
thumbprint, and scans detected in China from over 50 cities.  

DEC 2020 NT on track to be declared Citrus canker free by December 2020.
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“Don’t believe everything 
    you hear down the pub…”

We’ve heard the odd yarn from growers that doesn’t quite add up,  
so we thought we’d set some things straight.

Q.
I pay the citrus levy, does 
that mean I am a Citrus 
Australia member?

A. No. Citrus Australia is a not-for-
profit member organisation. Our 
grower members pay the citrus 
levy, but they also pay a voluntary 
membership fee based on their 
hectares. Citrus Australia applies for 
levy funding to conduct Research & 
Development (R&D) projects and is 
currently administering six of these.

Q.
I receive the Citrus Australia e-news and the magazine. Does that mean I’m a member?

A. Not necessarily. We share the Citrus e-news and Australian Citrus News magazine with all of industry – our grower 
members, non-members (levy payers), and affiliate members. You can find out if you are a member by calling us on  
03 5023 6333.

Q.
Where do my levies go?

A. Your levy is collected at the first 
point of sale, which is generally your 
packing shed or the marketer you 
use. They send this money to the 
Federal Department of Agriculture. 
The Department gives some of this 
money to Plant Health Australia 
(PHA), and some to Hort Innovation, 
who both invest in R&D projects 
based on industry needs. The 
investments are generally projects 
carried out by a range of service 
providers including Citrus Australia. 

Q.
Does Citrus Australia get 
my levies?

A. Not directly. Citrus Australia 
participates in a competitive tender 
process to win levy funding and 
manage the R&D projects offered 
by PHA and Hort Innovation. We 
only apply when we feel we are best 
placed to manage these projects. 
This is why we rely on membership 
fees to conceptualise, secure and 
deliver these projects, by providing 
a stable business structure, a 
regionally based office, skilled 
staff, and a Board with oversight of 
eleven committees, enabling a fair 
representation of industry. 

Q.
I already pay levies and 
receive information from 
Citrus Australia. Why pay 
for a membership?

A. Citrus Australia manages the 
administration of levy funded 
projects (through PHA and Hort 
Innovation) that all levy payers see 
the benefits of. For example, the 
Australian Citrus News and Citrus 
eNews are levy funded projects. 

As a member, you get so much more 
than that. Want statistical data on 
shipping exports? We can create 
that for you. Want advice on MRLs 
for export to any market? We can 
clarify this for you. Want industry 
to have access to innovation from 
around the globe to protect you 
from biosecurity incursions? Want 
us to advocate to government on 
your behalf for changes to the 
Horticulture Award, or the right to 
irrigate your orchard in the Murray 
Darling Basin? Want to receive direct 
mail on critical updates to industry 
from our CEO? We can do all of 
these things, but they are not funded 
by R&D projects. They are funded by 
membership fees, and whilst we’d 
really love to help you, if you are not 
a member, we won’t have the time to 
prioritise your request.

Q.
I only grow a small acreage 
of limes. Why should I 
become a member?

A. Whilst limes are a small category, 
you are still a very important part of 
the citrus family. How would we cook 
our fajitas, or garnish our gin and 
tonics, if it weren’t for limes? Being 
a member of Citrus Australia means 
that we value your input, and we 
want to hear from you. 

Our ability to shape government 
policy, and to access markets, new 
chemicals, innovation and fight pests 
and disease, impacts all of industry, 
not just one type of citrus.

And whilst levy funding might mean 
that we work on a specific project, 
it doesn’t mean that the strategic 
plan for the company falls in line 
with whatever levy funded project 
becomes available. 

Citrus Australia is member owned, 
and member run. Your input is 
considered in all of our planning. 
Plus, you get access to the more 
personalised assistance we 
mentioned above.

Q.
Why does having a 
representative body like 
Citrus Australia matter?

A. When an exotic pest is found, 
Citrus Australia represents you 
the grower, and gives industry a 
collaborated and strong voice in the 
response.

When there is an issue in an export 
market, Citrus Australia will be there 
to help you. We represent industry to 
governments here and abroad, and 
we have networks and contacts to 
call on to assist.

When a global pandemic hits and 
we can no longer move freely 
throughout Australia or the world, 
we fight for the ability to keep your 
business open and functional, and 
your staff employed.

When government makes poor 
policy, we are your voice at State 
and Federal levels.

Whilst we deal with issues every 
day, we are always looking to the 
medium and long term future to 
prepare industry for the challenges 
and opportunities that lie ahead. 
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IMPORT & QUARANTINE PLAN & PLANT

GROWHARVEST, PACK & PROCESS

DISTRIBUTION CONSUMPTION

Variety & Rootstock Committee
• Linking breeding and evaluation 

projects to commercial outcomes
• Sourcing publicly available genetics 

for assessment in Australia; focus 
on HLB resistance 

R&D
• Shaping industry growth via R&D 

based on grower consultation
• Collaborating with international 

networks to identify R&D priorities

Biosecurity
• Signatory to the Deed, representing 

industry in an exotic pest incursion 
• Advocating for nursery regulation, 

increased border surveillance, 
tougher penalties

Market access & development 
• Developing and diversifying market 

access
• Tree census – collecting and reporting 

data to inform planting decisions 

National & regional forums
• Education and networking 

opportunities locally and 
internationally

Water
• Advocating for deliverability 

and availability of water to 
citrus growing regions 

Advisory Committees
• Regional and Issue based; local 

growers, packers and industry 
experts

• Discuss grower member concerns 
in each region and take action 

Agrichemicals
• Identifying new processes 

and new chemistry to bring 
to Australia

• Assisting growers to move 
towards ultra-low residue 
levels while maintaining 
protection from pests and 
diseases 

Pest & Disease Committee 
• Identifying biosecurity threats to 

industry
• Preparing strategies and 

operational responses

Market information & quality 
• Pre-season maturity testing
• Weekly reports on domestic market 

maturity testing throughout harvest
• Crop forecasting
• KCT pest monitor training

Labour 
• Advocating for access to seasonal and 

skilled workers, and for changes to 
visas and sponsorship of workers

• COVID-19 support
• Guidance and support in managing 

workforce

Market access & development
• Responding to issues in market 

throughout the season, engaging with 
growers and government

• Engaging with retail sector as required
• Communicating with industry on issues 

and advocating for solutions

Market information,  
access & development 
• Collating and distributing industry data; 

market reports, export reports
• Ensuring access to markets remains open
• Developing and diversifying market access

Domestic & Export Committees
• Staying up to date with current events, 

sharing real-time information
• Identifying opportunities and challenges

Agrichemicals
• Liaising with international governments 

regarding residues in fresh produce

Juice Committee
• Identifying challenges in the 

Australian fresh juice industry
• Advocating for policy change to 

encourage consumer consumption 
• Impacting the juice sector to increase 

profitability and ensure the continuity 
of fresh juice in Australia

Industry engagement
• Sharing updates with growers 

through e-news and magazine
• Managing media
• Consumer marketing content, 

images, and social media

R&D
• R&D on understanding 

consumer preferences

Food safety
• Ensuring consumers receive 

fresh, safe, healthy citrus

Market development 
• Training growers and packers in 

Freshcare 
• Export protocols - KCT registration 

and government consultation 

Energy & Infrastructure
• Advocating for efficiency, access 

and investment in infrastructure and 
affordable, reliable energy

FROM SEED TO TABLE: Where does Citrus Australia fit in?
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A note from 
Nathan
It’s surreal to think back to March, when several 
speakers at our Market Outlook Forum tried to forecast 
how COVID-19, which was then most prominent in 
China, would affect Australian exports. 

Our borders were shut a fortnight later 
and since then, we have had to navigate 
national and interstate lockdowns, 
government-issued COVID business 
requirements and a diminished labour 
field.

Citrus Australia has represented all 
growers at government department 
meetings, to ensure your requirements 
are acknowledged and met, and to 
influence government policy.

This work is not funded by grower 
levies.

Grower levies fund our dedicated team to 
lead industry in areas of market access, 
biosecurity, agrichemicals and more, 

but it is the support of Citrus Australia 
members that enables us to advocate for 
grower requirements now and into the 
future, on behalf of all growers.

Although industry successfully 
completed the 2020 harvest, we continue 
to lobby government to recognise the 
shortage of labour for the 2021 harvest, 
and to work with industry to create 
meaningful solutions.

Alongside labour, we will continue to 
advocate for, and work with government 
on, other issues, including water, 
infrastructure, energy and minimisation 
of red tape.

CITRUS AUSTRALIA CONTINUES TO GROW OUR LIBRARY OF 
RESOURCES TO ASSIST GROWERS:

• Monthly member-only newsletter
• Access to presentations from our national and regional forums
• Updates on grants relevant to growers
• All you need to know about Farm Labour—a Citrus Australia publication
• Reports and research
• Webinars, podcasts, courses, events and scholarships available to growers
• MRLs for citrus exports

I ask you to reflect on how this work 
supports and enhances your business, 
and for your support in return. 

I invite you to join Citrus Australia by 
becoming a member in 2021, and to 
work together to shape industry into  
the future.

 
NATHAN HANCOCK, CEO

“

Grower membership fees give Citrus Australia 
the ability to stand up and make change to 
ensure that government policy settings, laws 
and regulations are in your favour. 

We’re in your corner

“Citrus Australia has represented all growers at 
government department meetings, to ensure your 
requirements are acknowledged and met, and to 
influence government policy.”

Some of our recent work:

• Our response to COVID-19 on a state and national level
• Citrus canker eradication in the NT and WA
• Better transparency in the Victorian water markets
• Better regulation, compliance, enforcement and 

transparency in the Murray Darling Basin water markets
• Lobbying against the destruction of the Paradise Dam in the 

Burnett Region and the continuation of water infrastructure 
projects to ensure the same level of water availability

• Lobbying against increased export fees by the Federal 
Department of Agriculture

• Getting the Horticulture Industry Labour Agreement across 
the line, to allow specialist workers to be sponsored from 
overseas

• Support to keep 88 days of horticulture work as a 
requirement for the Working Holiday Maker visa

• Support for the National Agriculture Workforce Strategy, and 
escalation of the challenges industry faces nationwide

• Contribution to the AgVet chemical regulatory reform
• Support for towers in mobile black spots in growing regions 

nationwide
• Lobbying against plant export cost recovery
• Planning for on-farm accommodation in Victoria
• Property Identification reform
• Highlighting challenges that must be overcome for 

government to reach their goal of $100B agriculture industry 
by 2030

• Lobbying for fresh Australian orange juice to keep its 5-star 
health star rating

• Giving evidence to support an Agriculture Code of Conduct 
between states
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Crushing COVID-19
Citrus Australia has dedicated considerable resources to the 
COVID-19 response to ensure industry stays ahead of the 
curve, and continues to be able to operate in a COVID-19 safe 
environment into the future.

The pandemic kicked off at the start of 
the mandarin harvest for Queensland 
where we worked with local and state 
government in the Burnett region to 
ensure that:

• orchards and packing sheds 
could continue to operate in a safe 
environment

• growers could isolate staff if there 
was an outbreak

• growers increased hygiene and social 
distancing to avoid being closed 
down

• enough workers were able to travel to 
regions

• freight could still travel between 
states and ports and trade remained 
open

• PPE, supplies, and accommodation 
options remained available to 
industry.

As harvest commenced in other regions 
across Australia, we pushed for these 
allowances in all states.

We created the Citrus Australia Guide 
to COVID-19 in the Orchard and 
Packing Shed, a 60-page document to 
assist growers and packers to manage 
COVID-19 in the workplace.

We also provided crisis management 
support to all of industry for six months, 
via phone calls, emails, online updates 
and a new section on our website.  

This support continues for our members.

Citrus Australia remains active on federal, 
state and local government working 
groups where necessary, and continues 
to liaise with members about challenges 
being faced in each region. Our lobbying 
has resulted in the reopening of the 
Vic/NSW border to seasonal workers, 
and the restart of the Seasonal Worker 
Programme by all citrus growing states 
and territories in Australia.

Industry’s biggest challenge in the next 
two years will be access to harvest 
labour, followed by technical access to 
markets and disruption to markets by 
COVID-19. 

You need a strong peak industry body to 
be your voice, and advocate for industry 
on these issues. 

Our lobbying has 
resulted in the reopening 

of the Vic/NSW border 
to seasonal workers, and 

the restart of the Seasonal 
Worker Programme by all 
citrus growing states and 

territories in Australia.

So, why should I sign up?

• Chat with growers in your region and raise common concerns at committee meetings 
which take place online or face to face 2-4 times per year. Get a stronger understanding of 
the challenges industry faces on a national and industry level, hear more detailed updates 
directly from Citrus Australia staff, and do your bit to find solutions.

Nominate to represent 
your fellow growers 
on the Citrus Australia 
Board

Nominate to represent 
your fellow growers on 
one of Citrus Australia’s 
11 committees

• Get your hands on a printed copy of the annual Australian Citrus Tree Census at the national 
forum.

• Never miss a chemical or MRL change again with critical updates, and access to shipping 
reports on exports and ABS reports.

• Request national data on varieties, produce export, pest and disease, as well as prices.
• Take 10% off your purchase of the Safe Ag Systems WHS digital safety management 

program and app www.safeagsystems.com.

Be the first to hear 
of new data and 
information that impacts 
your growing decisions

Access citrus industry 
communications to keep 
you in the know-how

• As a Citrus Australia member you vote for who represents you on the Citrus Australia Board.
• Share your ideas and concerns with your regional committee, and assist Citrus Australia with 

their response to government inquiries into matters that affect you such as access to water, 
labour and agrichemicals.

• Reach out with innovative and interesting stories and technologies on your farm, and provide 
feedback and suggestions to Citrus Australia’s strategic direction when we visit your area, or 
through our surveys.

Own a piece of Citrus 
Australia 

• Pick up the quarterly magazine Australian Citrus News in your mailbox, fortnightly e-news in 
your inbox, and immerse yourself in the citrus space using Facebook, Twitter or LinkedIn.

• Members receive a member-only newsletter commencing in 2021 with reminders about 
grants available, courses, webinars, podcasts, events and scholarship opportunities.

• Unlock the members’ section of the Citrus Australia website to access resources on topics 
that matter to you.

• Discount tickets are available for Citrus Australia members to our national forum, which moves 
location each year. 

• Receive your invite to our regional forums and the annual VIP member only event after the AGM.

Get your special invitation 
to Citrus Australia 
meetings and events

• Board renewals are every two years and Citrus Australia seeks experience, knowledge and 
leadership from Board members to guide the company in making the best decision for 
growers and industry in terms of performance, finances and policy.
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Citrus Australia Ltd
94 Lemon Avenue, Mildura Victoria 3500

P: 03 5023 6333 | F: 03 5023 3877 | E: office@citrusaustralia.com.au 
www.citrusaustralia.com.au
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What made others sign up?

Our Partners

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“For Citrus Australia’s 
leadership and advocacy 
to government; I wanted 

someone in my corner for 
matters such as biosecurity 

and water.”

“To assist with the opening of 
trade and exports.”

“It gives us a great network 
of like-minded people to learn 

from.”
“To gain more knowledge 
and continue education on 
best practice for growing 

citrus.”

“Since the inception of Citrus 
Australia, we have made 

significant steps forward in 
sustainably developing our 
industry to be a competitive 

player internationally.”

“I believe you must support 
your industry and the bodies 

surrounding it.”

“Citrus Australia enables 
my small business to have 

a voice.”

mailto:admin%40citrusaustralia.com.au?subject=
http://www.citrusaustralia.com.au
https://www.edp.com.au/
https://www.horticulture.com.au/growers/citrus-fund/
https://www.planthealthaustralia.com.au/
https://www.jbtc.com/en/asia-pacific/?lr=1
https://www.maf-roda.com/en/page/citrus.php
https://www.waterpool.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/CitrusAustralia/
https://twitter.com/CitrusAustralia
https://www.linkedin.com/company/citrus-australia/

